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There is a growing consensus that impulsivity is a multifaceted construct that comprises several components
such as impulsive choice and impulsive action. Although impulsive choice and impulsive action have been
shown to be the common characteristics of some impulsivity-related psychiatric disorders, surprisingly few stud-
ies have directly compared their neural correlates and addressed the question whether they involve common or
distinct neural correlates. We addressed this important empirical gap using an individual differences approach
that could characterize the functional relevance of neural networks in behaviors. A large sample (n=227) of col-
lege students was testedwith the delay discounting and stop-signal tasks, and their performanceswere correlat-
ed with the neuroanatomical (gray matter volume, GMV) and functional (resting-state functional connectivity,
RSFC) measures, using multivariate pattern analysis (MVPA) and 10-fold cross-validation. Behavioral results
showed no significant correlation between impulsive choice measured by discounting rate (k) and impulsive ac-
tionmeasured by stop signal reaction time (SSRT). The GMVs in the right frontal pole (FP) and leftmiddle frontal
gyrus (MFG)were predictive of k, but not SSRT. In contrast, theGMVs in the right inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), sup-
plementary motor area (SMA), and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) could predict individuals' SSRT, but not k.
RSFC analysis using the FP and right IFG as seed regions revealed two distinct networks that correspond well
to the “waiting” and “stopping” systems, respectively. Furthermore, the RSFC between the FP and ventromedial
prefrontal cortex (VMPFC)was predictive of k,whereas the RSFC between the IFG and pre-SMAwas predictive of
SSRT. These results demonstrate clearly neural dissociations between impulsive choice and impulsive action,
provide new insights into the nature of impulsivity, and have implications for impulsivity-related disorders.

© 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The term impulsivity refers to “a tendency to engage in behavior that
involves rashness, a lack of foresight or planning, or as a behavior that
occurs without reflection or careful deliberation” (Dawe et al., 2004).
There is a growing consensus that impulsivity is a multidimensional
construct that comprises several components such as impulsive choice
and impulsive action (Bari and Robbins, 2013; Dalley et al., 2011;
Evenden, 1999). Specifically, impulsive choice is a tendency to prefer
small immediate or likely rewards to large delayed or unlikely ones,
often measured by the delay discounting task (Ainslie, 1975) as well
as other tasks (e.g., Economides et al., 2015; Hare and Neumann,
2008; Robbins, 2002). In contrast, impulsive action reflects a failure of
motor inhibition, often measured by the stop-signal task (Logan and
Cowan, 1984) or the Go/NoGo task (Donders, 1969). An important
f Cognitive Neuroscience and
question thus concerns whether impulsive choice and impulsive action
involve common or distinct neural correlates.

Accumulating evidence has suggested that impulsive choice and im-
pulsive action are the common characteristics of psychiatric disorders
such as drug abuse (Bednarski et al., 2012; Fillmore and Rush, 2002;
Hu et al., 2015; Kirby et al., 1999; Li et al., 2009; Li et al., 2010; Luo
et al., 2013), pathological gambling (Alessi and Petry, 2003), tobacco ad-
diction (Bickel et al., 1999; Billieux et al., 2010), and ADHD (Barkley,
1997; Paloyelis et al., 2010). For example, drug abusers not only prefer
immediate but smaller rewards, but also have difficulties in inhibiting
prepotent responses (Fillmore and Rush, 2002; Kirby et al., 1999) and
show altered inhibitory control processes including response inhibition
(Li et al., 2010), error processing (Luo et al., 2013), and conflict anticipa-
tion (Hu et al., 2015) during the stop signal task. However, due to the
poor understanding of the etiology of these disorders, it is not clear
whether these findings reflect a common mechanism of impulsive ac-
tion and impulsive choice, or the comorbidity of these symptoms.

At the behavioral level, although studies using various question-
naires and scales suggested that the sub-dimensional scores of
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impulsive choice (e.g. non-planning impulsiveness and inattention
scores) were correlated with impulsive action (e.g. errors of commis-
sion and omission) (Lansbergen et al., 2007; Shen et al., 2014;
Wilbertz et al., 2014), behavioral tests of impulsive choice (with the
delay discounting task) and impulsive action (with stop-signal task)
found no strong correlation between them in either rats or humans
(Broos et al., 2012; Solanto et al., 2001; van den Bos et al., 2014). In ad-
dition, whereas some studies indicated that individuals with higher
trait impulsivity measured by Eysenck Personality Questionnaire
(EPQ) showed prolonged SSRT (Logan et al., 1997), other studies re-
ported that trait impulsivity measured by Barratt Impulsivity Scale
(BIS) was not significantly correlated with SSRT (Farr et al., 2012).

At the neural level, imaging studies often emphasize distinctive fron-
tal–basal ganglia networks for impulsive choice and impulsive action
(Aron et al., 2004; Aron et al., 2014; Ghahremani et al., 2012; Peper
et al., 2013; Peters and Büechel, 2011). For impulsive choice, it has
been suggested that the anterior dorsomedial prefrontal cortex
(i.e., frontal pole, FP) is involved in representing temporally more
distant reward (Koritzky et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2014). In contrast,
the decision value that guides decision is represented in the ventrome-
dial prefrontal cortex and the ventral striatum (Hare et al., 2008; Kable
and Glimcher, 2009; Lim et al., 2011), and is modulated by self-control
mechanisms implemented in the lateral prefrontal cortex (Hare et al.,
2009; Luo et al., 2009; Magen et al., 2014;McClure et al., 2004). In addi-
tion, a medial temporo-hippocampal network has also been implicated
in perspective evaluation of future outcomes (Bari and Robbins, 2013;
Peters and Büechel, 2011).

For impulsive action, existing studies have implicated distributed
cortical and subcortical areas for response inhibition, including the
right inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) and adjacent anterior insula (AI), ante-
rior cingulate cortex (ACC), pre-SMA, and striatum (Aron et al., 2007b;
Aron and Poldrack, 2005; Aron et al., 2004; Aron et al., 2014;
Chambers et al., 2009; Chao et al., 2009; Duann et al., 2009;
Hampshire and Sharp, 2015; Li et al., 2009; Li et al., 2006; Li et al.,
2008; Sharp et al., 2010; Verbruggen and Logan, 2008; White et al.,
2014; Zhang and Li, 2012). In particular, whereas the AI–ACC network
is important for detecting behaviorally salient events, the right IFG
and pre-SMA are important for implementing inhibition (Cai et al.,
2014) through the frontostriatal connections (Alexander et al., 1986;
Aron and Poldrack, 2006; Seger, 2008).

Using the individual difference approach, several previous studies
have further explored the functional relevance of these networks in im-
pulsive choice and impulsive action. For instance, impulsive choice has
been linked to the activation level of the ventral striatum (VS) (Beck
et al., 2009; Hariri et al., 2006), the GMV of the dorsolateral prefrontal
cortex (Bjork et al., 2009), the white matter volume of right prefrontal
subgyral region and hippocampus/parahippocampus (Yu, 2012), as
well as the structural and functional connectivity between lateral pre-
frontal cortex and ventral striatum (Peper et al., 2013; van den Bos
et al., 2014; van den Bos et al., 2015). In contrast, impulsive action has
been linked to the GMVs (Tabibnia et al., 2011; van Gaal et al., 2011)
and the fractional anisotropy (FA) of the pre-SMA and IFG (Madsen
et al., 2010), the functional and structural connectivity between the
IFG and pre-SMA (Aron et al., 2007a; Duann et al., 2009; Neubert
et al., 2010), and the preSMA-subthalamic tract strength (Coxon et al.,
2012; Forstmann et al., 2012).

To summarize, although many studies have examined the cognitive
mechanisms of impulsive choice and impulsive action separately, few
have directly compared them. The present study addressed this impor-
tant empirical gap with an individual difference approach that can ex-
plore the functional relevance of different brain regions in impulsive
behaviors. A relatively large sample of college students (n = 227) was
tested using the delay discounting task and the stop-signal task,
which, compared to self-reported assessments, showed improved
stability, flexibility, and repeatability (Swann et al., 2002). Their behav-
ioral performance was then correlated with GMV and resting-state
functional connectivity (RSFC) data, using a multivariable support vec-
tor regression analysis with ten-fold cross-validation (He et al., 2013).
Our large sample and the use of cross-validation helped to avoid the un-
realistically large correlations obtained from a small sample size with
simple correlational analysis (Vul et al., 2009). Based on existing results,
we predicted that distinct frontal–subcortical systems would be associ-
ated with different aspects of individuals' impulsivity. In particular, the
medial prefrontal cortex and ventral striatumwould be associated with
impulsive choice, whereas the lateral prefrontal cortex, pre-SMA, and
dorsal striatum would be associated with impulsive action.
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Participants

Two-hundred and twenty-seven (84 males, 143 females) healthy
Chinese college students (18–24 years old, mean age = 20.9 years,
SD = 1.17) were recruited for this study. All of them had normal or
corrected-to-normal vision and reported no history of psychiatric or
neurological disease. Twenty-two additional participants were recruit-
ed but excluded from analysis because of short response time
(b80 ms) on the stop-signal task (n = 7) or large head motion during
fMRI scan (N2 mm) (n = 15). Written informed consent was obtained
from each participant after a full explanation of the study purpose and
procedure. This study was approved by the Institutional Review Boards
of Beijing Normal University and Southwest University.
2.2. Behavioral tasks

The adaptive delay discounting task (van den Bos et al., 2014) and
the stop-signal task (Xue et al., 2008) were used to measure individual
differences in impulsive choice and impulsive action, respectively. In the
adaptive delay discounting task, subjects were presented with a choice
between a fixed immediate reward (SS) (RMB 60, approximately USD
10, paid today) and a varied delayed reward (LL) (RMB 78–108, approx-
imately USD 13 to 18, to be paid in 15 to 45 days) (Fig. 1A).We assumed
a hyperbolic function (SV = A / (1 + k ∗ D) for temporal discounting,
where SV is the subjective value, A the reward magnitude, D the delay
time, and k the delay discounting rate. The initial discounting rate was
set to 0.02 andwas increasedwhen the participants chose the SS option,
but decreased when they chose the LL option. For the first 20 trials (out
of the total 60 trials), the step size for change of k was set to 0.01 and
after that the step size decreased by 5% for each following step. Follow-
ing previous studies (Johnson and Bickel, 2002; Lagorio and Madden,
2005), hypothetical money was used to serve as a valid proxy for real
money.

The stop-signal paradigm consisted of a number of Go trials (75% tri-
als) and Stop trials (25% trials). For each trial, an arrow pointing left or
right was displayed on the computer screen. For the Go trials, partici-
pants were asked to respond as accurately and quickly as possible
with a left or right key press (using the left or right index finger) in
1000 ms. For the Stop trials, a stop signal (red circle) appeared with a
stop-signal delay (SSD) subsequent to the arrow stimulus, and partici-
pants were asked to withhold the response they already initiated
(Fig. 1B). The SSDwas determined by a tracking procedure to ensure ap-
proximately 50% inhibition rate. Specifically, the SSD would increase by
50 ms when the participants successfully inhibited their response and
would decrease by 50 ms when they failed. To reduce participants' an-
ticipation, four step-up and step-down algorithms (staircases) starting
with SSD values of 140, 180, 220, and 260 ms were employed. These
staircases were interleaved randomly and varied independently (Xue
et al., 2008). Each participant finished 4 blocks of 64 trials, with each
block lasting approximately 10 min. Subjects received feedback on the
reaction time and stop rate after each block.



Fig. 1. The flow diagram of the experimental tasks. (A) The adaptive delay discounting task. During each trial, a fixed immediate reward (SS, RMB 60 paid today) and a varied delayed
reward (LL, RMB 78–108 to be paid in 15 to 45 days) were simultaneously presented on the screen (the task was in Chinese, but shown above in English translation). The initial
discounting factor was set to 0.02 and was increased or decreased when the participants chose the SS or LL option, respectively. For the first 20 trials (out of the total 60 trials), the
step size for changes of k (delay discounting rate) was set to 0.01 and after that the step size decreased by 5% for each following step. (B) The stop-signal task. During each trial, an
arrow pointing left or right was displayed on the computer screen. For the Go trials, the participants were asked to respond as quickly and accurately as possible with a left or right
key press (using the left or right index finger) in 1000 ms. For the Stop trials, a stop signal (red circle) appeared at a stop-signal delay (SSD) subsequent to the arrow stimulus, and
participants were asked to withhold the response they already initiated.
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2.3. Behavioral data analysis

Statistical analyses of the behavioral data were performed using
MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). For impulsive choice, we
used the multidimensional unconstrained nonlinear minimization
function (fminsearch) of the optimization toolbox implemented in
MATLAB for model fitting. Hyperbolic function (SV = A / (1 + k ∗ D))
was used to compute the subjective value. To model trial-by-trial
choices, we used a softmax function to compute the probability of
choosing the immediate option (PSS) on trial t as a function of the differ-
ence in VSS and VLL: PSS=1 / (1+exp(−1 ∗m ∗ (VSS−VLL))), wherem
is the decision slope. Individual discounting rates were determined as
the value k that maximized the likelihood of the observed choices.
Because the distribution of the raw delay discounting rates was not
normal, we used log-transformed k to represent impulsive choice
(log k) (van den Bos et al., 2014; van den Bos et al., 2015; Wang
et al., 2014).

For impulsive action, stop-signal response time (SSRT)was analyzed
following the procedure used in previous studies (Congdon et al., 2010;
Congdon et al., 2012). First, mean SSD was calculated from the last five
trials for each raw SSD, which guaranteed a stable SSD estimate. Then,
all RTs for the correct Go trials (focusing on the last 124 trials) were ar-
ranged in ascending order, and the RT corresponding to themedian trial
was selected as the Go RT. SSRTwas estimated by subtracting themean
SSD from the Go RT.
2.4. Brain imaging data acquisition

All structural and resting state functional MRI images were collected
on a Siemens 3 T Trio scanner (Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen,
Germany). High-resolution T1-weighted structural images were ac-
quired using a Magnetization Prepared Rapid Acquisition Gradient-
Echo (MPRAGE) sequence: TR/TE = 1900 ms/2.52 ms; inversion time
(TI) = 900 ms; flip angle = 9°; FOV = 256 × 256 mm2; slices = 176;
thickness = 1.0 mm; voxel size = 1 × 1 × 1 mm3. Resting-state fMRI
images were acquired using Gradient Echo type Echo Planar Imaging
(GRE-EPI) sequence; TR/TE = 2000 ms/30 ms, flip angle = 90°, resolu-
tion matrix = 64 × 64, FOV= 220 × 220 mm2, and thickness = 3 mm,
slice gap= 1mm, acquisition voxel size= 3.4 × 3.4 × 4mm3. A total of
32 slices were used to cover the whole brain. Each section contained
242 volumes. During the resting-state scanning, all subjects were
instructed to relax and keep their eyes closed but not to sleep
(Damoiseaux et al., 2006).
2.5. Structural MRI preprocessing

Structural MRI data were analyzed with the Oxford Centre for Func-
tional MRI of the Brain (FMRIB) Software Library voxel-based mor-
phometry (FSL-VBM), a VBM style analysis toolbox (Good et al., 2001)
implemented in FSL. Brains from the structural images were extracted,
tissue-type segmented, and then aligned to the gray-matter template
in the MNI152 standard space. The spatially normalized images were
then averaged to create a study-specific template, to which the native
gray matter images were registered again using both linear and nonlin-
ear algorithms. The registered partial volume images were then modu-
lated by dividing themwith the Jacobian of the warp field to correct for
local expansion or contraction. The modulated segmented images,
which represented the GMV, were then smoothed with an isotropic
Gaussian kernel with 3 mm standard deviation.

2.6. Resting-state fMRI preprocessing

The resting-state fMRI data were preprocessed using Data Process-
ing Assistant for Resting-State fMRI (DPARSF, http://resting-fmri.
sourceforge.net/) implemented in the MATLAB (Math Works, Natick,
MA, USA) platform. The first 10 volumes of each participant were
discarded due to themagnetization disequilibrium and the participant's
adaptation to the scanning noise. The remaining 232 volumes were
slice-timing corrected and then realigned to the middle slice of the
brain to correct for head motion. All realigned images were spatially
normalized to the MNI template, resampled into 3 × 3 × 3mm3 resolu-
tion, and then smoothed with an isotropic 8 mm FWHM Gaussian
kernel. White matter, cerebrospinal fluid, global signal, and six motion
parameters for head movement were regressed out as nuisance vari-
ables to reduce the effects of headmotion and non-neuronal BOLD fluc-
tuations (Dai et al., 2014; Di Martino et al., 2008; Fox et al., 2005).
Temporal filtering (0.01–0.08 Hz) and voxel-wise linear detrending
also were applied to the resting-state fMRI data (Fox et al., 2009;
Hacker et al., 2012; Shin et al., 2014).

2.7. Resting-state functional connectivity analysis

To examine the resting-state functional connectivity, two seed re-
gions were defined based on the VBM results in the current study, as
well as existing functional imaging studies. Specifically, the right frontal
pole (FP) (MNI = 16, 40, 38, radius = 5 mm), where the GMV signifi-
cantly predicted individuals' k, was defined as the seed region for
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impulsive choice. This region has also been implicated in representing
delayed reward in existing imaging studies (Luhmann et al., 2008;
Wang et al., 2014). In contrast, the right IFG (MNI=54, 18, 22, radius=
5 mm), where the GMV significantly predicted individuals' SSRT, was
defined as the seed region for impulsive action. This region has also
been implicated in response inhibition (Aron et al., 2003; Tabibnia
et al., 2011). Seed-based resting-state functional connectivity maps
were produced by extracting the BOLD time course from a seed region
and then computing the correlation coefficients between that time
course and the time courses from all other brain voxels. The correlation
coefficients were converted to a normal distribution through Fisher's z
transform and then used for further analysis.

Group-level analyses were performed by using a mixed-effects
model (FLAME) implemented in FSL. To control the effect of head
motion, participants' mean frame-wise displacements (FD) were in-
cluded as a covariate (Yan et al., 2013). This produced averaged func-
tional connectivity maps associated with impulsive choice and
impulsive action, as well as their direct comparisons. Corrections
for multiple comparisons were carried out at the cluster level using
Gaussian random field theory (min z N 2.3; cluster significance:
p b 0.01, corrected).
2.8. Correlation with behavioral performance using MVPA

The preprocessed VBM imaging data and RSFC data were used to
predict individual k and SSRT using an Epsilon-insensitive support
vector regression (SVR) (Drucker et al., 1997) with a linear kernel,
as implemented in PyMVPA (Multivariate Pattern Analysis in Py-
thon; http://www.pymvpa.org/; (Hanke et al., 2009)). A searchlight
procedure with a three-voxel radius (Kriegeskorte et al., 2006) was
used to provide a measure of decoding accuracy in the neighborhood
of each voxel. Following Jimura and Poldrack (2012) and He et al.
(2013), we set the ε parameter in the SVR to be 0.01.

A ten-fold cross-validation was applied. The 227 participants
were divided into 10 groups of 22 or 23 participants, with matched
gender as well as matched k or SSRT, depending on the specific anal-
ysis. In each iteration, an SVR model was trained based on 203 or 204
participants. Once trained, this SVR model then generated a predic-
tion from the score of the excluded 22 or 23 participants based on
their imaging data. Voxelwise accuracy of SVR prediction was then
calculated as the Pearson's correlation coefficient between actual
and predicted values of the k (or SSRT). Similarly, we used the
searchlight approach and the same parameters to decode k or SSRT
based on the RSFC z-maps. To control the effect of motion on RSFC,
individuals' mean FDs were first regressed out and the residuals
were subjected to SVR. Then, SVR predictions were thresholded
using cluster detection statistics, with a height threshold of
z N 0.138 (which corresponds to r = 0.1386, p = 0.05, uncorrected)
and a cluster probability of p b 0.05, corrected for whole-brain mul-
tiple comparisons using Gaussian random field theory. Direct com-
parisons of the prediction accuracy of k and that of SSRT were
conducted using Fisher r-to-z transformation.
2.9. Univariate correlational analysis

To further probe the direction of the association between GMV or
RSFC and k or SSRT, we chose the clusters showing significantly differ-
ent prediction accuracies of k and SSRT as ROIs. The averaged GMV or
RSFC were then extracted and correlated (Pearson's) with k and SSRT
after controlling for the mean FD. After controlling the age and gender,
the results remained largely unchanged, suggesting that our results
were not confounded by these factors. In order to avoid the double
dipping issue, we only reported the positive and negative direction of
correlation, but not the exact r or p value.
3. Results

3.1. Behavioral results

For the impulsive choice task, the hyperbolic function and the
softmax function could accurately predict 76% (SD 11%) of the choices.
The mean discounting rate estimated from this model was 0.021 ±
0.021, which was consistent with previous studies. For the stop signal
task, the averaged Go RT and SSD were 445.8 ± 57.2 and 216.7 ±
74.2ms, respectively, whichwere also consistentwith previous studies.
Critically, the averaged success rates of theGo trials and Stop trials in the
stop signal task were 97% and 50.6%, respectively, indicating that the
staircase procedure adequately tracked the behavioral performance.
The distributions of impulsive choice performance (Kolmogorov–
Smirnov z=0.88, p=0.41) and impulsive action performance (Kolmo-
gorov–Smirnov z=1.12, p=0.16) were normal in our sample (Fig. 2A
and B). No gender differences were found for impulsive choice (t =
0.57, p = 0.57) or impulsive action (t = 1.16, p = 0.25), but there
were significant correlations between k and age (r = −0.13, p =
0.04), and between SSRT and age (r = 0.18, p = 0.006).

More importantly, correlational analysis revealed that impulsive
choice and impulsive action were not significantly correlated, using
either the linear function (r = −.05, p N 0.05) (Fig. 2C), or nonlinear
functions, such as exponential (F = 0.623, p = 0.431), inverse (F =
0.792, p = 0.374), quadratic (F = 0.577, p = 0.563), cubic (F =
0.427, p = 0.734), or S-shape (F = 0.685, p = 0.409) function.
These results suggested that these two tasks measured different as-
pects of impulsivity.
3.2. VBM results

Using MVPA, we found that k could be successfully predicted by the
GMVs in the right frontal pole (FP; MNI= 16, 40, 38, prediction accura-
cy r = 0.236) and left middle frontal gyrus (MFG; MNI = −50, 34, 34,
r=0.194) (Fig. 3A). Other brain regions showing similar predictive ac-
curacy included the left orbitofrontal cortex (OFC; MNI = −10, 20,
−18, r = 0.167), right parahippocampus (PH; MNI = 20, −24, −36,
r = 0.225), left putamen (MNI = −28, −12, 12, r = 0.206), right
precentral gyrus (PG; MNI = 44, −6, 40, r = 0.214), left temporal
pole (TP; MNI = −62, 12, −4, r = 0.192), and precuneus (MNI = 0,
−68, 66, r=0.198) (Table 1). Direct comparison revealed a significant-
ly larger positive correlation for k than for SSRT in the FP (z = 2.7,
p b 0.01) andMFG (z=2.68, p b 0.01). To probe the direction of the as-
sociation between ROIs' GMVs and k, a further correlational analysis
found that k was positively associated with the GMVs in the FP and
MFG (Fig. 3C). In contrast, these ROIs' GMVs were not correlated with
SSRT (Fig. 3B).

The SSRT could be successfully predicted by theGMVs in the right in-
ferior frontal gyrus (IFG; MNI = 54, 18, 22, r = 0.201), supplementary
motor area (SMA;MNI=0, 2, 58, r=0.168), and anterior cingulate cor-
tex (ACC; MNI = 2, 34, 14, r = 0.181) (Fig. 4A). Other brain regions
showing similar predictive accuracy included the right insula (MNI =
44, 6, −12, r = 0.246), left precentral gyrus (MNI = −44, −10, 44,
r= 0.216), left PH (MNI =−10, 0,−24, r= 0.204), right occipital fu-
siform gyrus (MNI= 12,−74,−22, r=0.171), left MFG (MNI=−36,
24, 58, r = 0.185), and left lingual gyrus (LG; MNI = −8, −62, 0, r =
0.195) (Table 2). Direct comparison revealed significantly larger corre-
lations for SSRT than for k in the IFG (z = 2.01, p b 0.05), ACC (z =
1.98, p b 0.05) and SMA (z = 2.22, p b 0.05). To probe the direction of
the association between ROIs' GMVs and SSRT, further correlational
analyses found that SSRT was positively correlated with the GMVs in
the IFG and SMA, but negatively associated with the GMV in the ACC
(Fig. 4B), but the GMVs in these regions showed no significant correla-
tion with k (Fig. 4C). These results clearly suggested dissociated neuro-
anatomical correlates of impulsive choice and impulsive action.

http://www.pymvpa.org/;


Fig. 2. The distributions of individuals' delay discounting rates (log k) (A) and response inhibition scores (SSRT) (B), and their correlation (C).
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3.3. RSFC network using the right FP and IFG as seeds

Using the right FP as the seed region to identify the network for im-
pulsive choice, we found a network of theMPFC, PCC, medial and lateral
OFC, ventral striatum, and medial temporal lobule (Fig. 5A). In contrast,
using the right IFG as the seed region to identify the network for impul-
sive action, we found a network that included the AI, SMG, dorsal ACC,
pre-SMA, and thalamus (Fig. 5B). Direct comparisons between the two
networks revealed stronger functional connectivity with the right FP
seed than the right IFG in the VMPFC, PCC, medial temporal, hippocam-
pus, VS, and thalamus; and stronger functional connectivity with the
right IFG seed than the right FP in the ACC, pre-SMA, insula, LPFC, IPL,
and SMG (Fig. 5C).
3.4. RSFC's associations with impulsive choice and impulsive action

We further examined whether distinct functional networks predict-
ed k and SSRT. UsingMVPA on the seed-based RSFCmap, we found that
individuals' k could be successfully predicted by the RSFC between the
FP seed region and the ventromedial prefrontal cortex (VMPFC;
MNI = −8, 30, −6, prediction accuracy r = 0.21) (Fig. 6A). Other
brain regions showing similar predictive accuracy included the right
ventral striatum (VS; MNI = 6, 4, 2, r = 0.268), right anterior PFC
(MNI = 26, 42, 42, r = 0.29), left lateral prefrontal cortex
(MNI = −46, −54, −6, r = 0.174), right SMG (MNI = 52, −34, 42,
r = 0.215), left SMG (MNI = −62, −36, 48, r = 0.219), left SFG
(MNI = −16, 10, 54, r = 0.244), right postcentral gyrus (MNI = 16,
Fig. 3. VBM's MVPA and univariate results on the relationship between GMV and delay
discounting. (A) shows regions where the GMV predicted individuals' k using MVPA.
(B) and (C) show the correlations between GMV and SSRT and k, respectively. FP,
frontal pole; MFG, middle frontal gyrus.
−36, 70, r = 0.194), left precentral gyrus (MNI = −54, −4, 38, r =
0.19), right precuneus (MNI = 4, −60, 66, r = 0.196), right LOC
(MNI = 48, −66, 4, r = 0.225), right OP (MNI = 8, −90, 18, r =
0.241), and lingual gyrus (LG; MNI = −18, −54, −6, r = 0.172)
(Table 3). Direct comparison revealed a significantly larger correlation
for k than for SSRT in the VMPFC (z=2.21, p b 0.05). To probe the direc-
tion of the association between seeds-based RSFC and k, further correla-
tional analyses indicated that RSFC between FP seed and VMPFC region
(Fig. 6C) was negatively correlated with k but not with SSRT (Fig. 6B).

Using the right IFG as the seed region, we found that SSRT could be
predicted by the RSFC between the right IFG and the pre-SMA
(MNI= 6, 18, 46, r=0.20) (Fig. 6A). Other brain regions showing sim-
ilar predictive accuracy included the right LOC (MNI= 40,−78, 24, r=
0.176), right superior temporal gyrus (STG; MNI = 68, −6, −8, r =
0.199), and right cerebellum (MNI = 30, −74, −38, r = 0.171)
(Table 4). Direct comparison revealed a significantly larger correlation
for SSRT than for k in the pre-SMA (z=2.03, p b 0.05). To probe the di-
rection of the association between seeds-based RSFC and SSRT, further
correlational analyses suggested that RSFC between IFG and pre-SMA
was negatively associated with SSRT (Fig. 6B), but no significant
correlation was found for k (Fig. 6C). These RSFC results further showed
evidence of dissociated substrates of impulsive choice and impulsive
action.

4. Discussion

Using a relatively large sample, two well-validated cognitive tasks,
and a cross-validation approach on the GMV and RSFC data, the present
study investigated whether there were distinct or common neural net-
works for impulsive choice and impulsive action. Several results suggest
that impulsive choice and impulsive action reflect different aspects of
impulsivity and are supported by dissociated neural networks. First, at
the behavioral level, our results showed that impulsive choice and im-
pulsive action were independent. Second, at the neuroanatomical
level, we found that the GMVs in the FP and MFG were associated
with impulsive choice, whereas the GMVs in the IFG, SMA, and ACC
Table 1
Brain regions showing significant correlations between gray matter volume (GMV) and
impulsive choice in multivariate pattern analysis.

Brain regions L/R No. voxels MNI coordinates Prediction accuracy
(r)

x y z

Frontal pole R 227 16 40 38 0.236
Middle frontal gyrus L 527 −50 34 34 0.194
Orbitofrontal cortex L 239 −10 20 −18 0.167
Parahippocampus R 1053 20 −24 −36 0.225
Putamen L 244 −28 −12 12 0.206
Precentral R 583 44 −6 40 0.214
Temporal pole L 418 −62 12 −4 0.192
Precuneus L/R 289 0 −68 66 0.198

Image of Fig. 2
Image of Fig. 3


Fig. 4. VBM'sMVPA and univariate results on the relationship between GMV and response
inhibition. (A) shows regions whose GMVs could predict individuals' SSRT using MVPA.
(B) and (C) show the correlations between GMV and SSRT and k, respectively. IFG,
inferior frontal gyrus; SMA, supplementary motor area; ACC, anterior cingulate cortex.
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were associated with impulsive action. Third, we found that the FP and
the right IFG were part of dissociated functional networks that have
been implicated in different aspects of impulsivity. Finally, we found
that RSFC between the FP and the VMPFC could successfully predict
the impulsive choice performance, whereas RSFC between the right
IFG and the pre-SMA predicted the impulsive action performance.

Our results were consistent with previous functional imaging find-
ings that the FP, MFG, and VMPFC were involved in delay discounting
(Kable and Glimcher, 2007; McClure et al., 2007; McClure et al., 2004;
Peters and Büechel, 2011; Wang et al., 2014). In particular, our results
provided additional evidence to support the critical role of the frontal
pole (including the anterior DMPFC) in delay discounting (Wang et al.,
2014). Sitting at the top of the posterior–anterior hierarchy of the pre-
frontal cortex, the frontal pole has been implicated in high-level control
(Ramnani and Owen, 2004; Venkatraman et al., 2009) and exploratory
decision (Daw et al., 2006), and is responsible for processing informa-
tion conveying delay in the future, low certainty, or less tangibility
(Bechara and Damasio, 2005).

Consistently, previous studies have suggested that the anterior
DMPFC was more involved in processing temporally distant reward
Table 2
Brain regions showing significant correlations between GMV and impulsive action inmul-
tivariate pattern analysis.

Brain regions L/R No.
voxels

MNI coordinates Prediction accuracy
(r)

x y z

Inferior frontal gyrus R 773 54 18 22 0.201
Supplementary motor
area

L/R 361 0 2 58 0.168

Anterior cingulate
cortex

R 501 2 34 14 0.181

Insula R 1436 44 6 −12 0.246
Precentral gyrus L 881 −44 −10 44 0.216
Parahippocampus gyrus L 602 −10 0 −24 0.204
Occipital fusiform gyrus R 368 12 −74 −22 0.171
Middle frontal gyrus L 244 −36 24 58 0.185
Lingual gyrus L 249 −8 −62 0 0.195
than temporally proximate reward (Koritzky et al., 2013). It showed
greater activation in the delay condition than in the immediate condi-
tion (Luhmann et al., 2008) and supported farsighted decision (Benoit
et al., 2011). Moreover, activation in this region predicted individuals'
trait impulsivity as measured by the Barratt Impulsiveness Scale
(Sripada et al., 2011). Finally, high-frequency TMS on MPFC was found
to decrease the delay discounting rate and the magnitude of change
was associated with TMS-induced release of DA in the dorsal striatum
(Cho et al., 2014).

Our functional connectivity results suggested that the frontal pole
may contribute to intertemporal choice via two important connections.
First, the FP showed strong functional connectivity with the hippocam-
pus, which has been implicated in episodic future thinking (Schacter
et al., 2007), and is posited to modulate intertemporal choice
(Lebreton et al., 2013; Peters and Büchel, 2010) and to reduce impulsiv-
ity (Daniel et al., 2013) (also see Lucci, 2013 for a review). It is thus
conceivable that through the FP–hippocampus connection, the hippo-
campus can modulate the value representation in the DMPFC and
frontal pole. Consistent with this view, it is suggested that the FP repre-
sents the overall anticipated affective quality, thus enabling the predic-
tion of future value (Benoit et al., 2014). During intertemporal choice,
activation in this region reflected the reward magnitude of imagined
episodes, and less discounting was associated with increased mrPFC–
hippocampal coupling (Benoit et al., 2011).

Second, the FP may modulate the decision value representation in
the VMPFC that is linked to behavioral choice (Bartra et al., 2013;
Clithero and Rangel, 2014). Many studies have shown that the VMPFC
represents reference-dependent value signal (FitzGerald et al., 2009;
Hare et al., 2008; Knutson et al., 2007; Lim et al., 2011; Plassmann
et al., 2007; Sripada et al., 2011;Wang et al., 2014), regardless of the cat-
egories of goods presented or the specific types of comparison being
performed (Chib et al., 2009; FitzGerald et al., 2009; McNamee et al.,
2013). We found that a strong functional connectivity between the FP
and VMPFC was associated with less discounting, suggesting that the
FP upregulated the value representation of the delayed value and result-
ed in more patient decisions.

The role of lateral prefrontal cortex in impulsive choice remains in-
conclusive. Previous studies have found that the structural and func-
tional connectivity between right DLPFC and VS predicted individuals'
impulsive choice (van den Bos et al., 2014), whereas the current study
found that the GMV in the left DLPFC was associated with impulsive
choice. Similarly, brain stimulation studies also found inconsistent re-
sults regarding the role of left or right DLPFC in intertemporal choice.
For example, whereas one study found that TMS on left DLPFC, but not
right DLPFC, increased choices of immediate rewards over larger
delayed rewards (Figner et al., 2010), another study found that TMS
on the right DLPFC increased choices of immediate rewards (Essex
et al., 2012). A tDCS study found thatwhen the left DLPFCwas facilitated
and the right DLPFC inhibited, participants chose smaller immediate
gains (Hecht et al., 2013). Future studies should further examine the
role of the left vs. right DLPFC in impulsive choice.

We also found that theGMVs in the right IFG, SMA, andACCwere as-
sociated with impulsive action. Functional imaging studies have consis-
tently implicated these regions in impulsive action as measured by the
stop-signal task (Aron et al., 2014; Congdon et al., 2008; White et al.,
2014). In particular, a recent study of functional connectivity and impul-
sive action showed that the right IFG and pre-SMAwere involved in re-
sponse inhibition, whereas the ACC and insula were important for
detecting the salient stimuli (Cai et al., 2014). Also consistent with sev-
eral previous observations emphasizing the connectivity of rIFG and
pre-SMA in response inhibition (Aron et al., 2007a; Duann et al., 2009;
Swann et al., 2012), we found that the RSFC between the right IFG
seed region and pre-SMA predicted impulsive action performance.

A growing number of studies have suggested that response inhibi-
tion can be achieved via at least two mechanisms, a reactive inhibitory
control mechanism that is cued by the stop signal and acts on the stop

Image of Fig. 4


Fig. 5. Resting-state functional networks associated with the FP and IFG seed regions. (A) The FP-seed-based network and (B) the IFG-seed-based network were computed by t-test and
were compared with each other (C). Red color indicates stronger functional connectivity with the right FP seed than with the right IFG, whereas blue color indicates stronger functional
connectivity with the right IFG seed than with the right FP seed.
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process, and a memory-related proactive inhibitory control mechanism
that acts on the go process (Aron, 2011). Although the current study
suggests that the rIFG and pre-SMA network is involved in reactive in-
hibitory process, the same network has also been implicated in proac-
tive inhibitory control (Chikazoe et al., 2009; Jahfari et al., 2011;
Swann et al., 2012;White et al., 2014). In particular, a recent transcrani-
al current stimulation study showed that anodal stimulation of the right
IFG enhanced both reactive and proactive inhibitory control (Cai et al.,
2015).

Recent studies suggest that stop-signal detection and the implemen-
tation of stopping might be supported by different subregions of the
right IFG. For example, a TMS study showed that the dorsal-posterior
and ventral-posterior parts of the right IFGwere involved in responding
to infrequent stop signals and in triggering the actual stop process, re-
spectively (Verbruggen et al., 2010). Consistently, previous neuroimag-
ing studies showed that, whereas the pre-SMA was involved in
response inhibition (Chao et al., 2009; Li et al., 2006), ventral IFGwas in-
volved in post-conflict and post-error behavioral adjustment (Li et al.,
2008). However, other studies suggested that the right IFG was also
involved in the detection of stop signals (Chikazoe et al., 2009;
Erika-Florence et al., 2014; Hampshire et al., 2010; Sharp et al., 2010),
the change of stimulus–reward contingency (Mullette-Gillman and
Huettel, 2009; Xue et al., 2013), and other infrequent salient events
(Erika-Florence et al., 2014), all of which are important for response
Fig. 6. MVPA and univariate results on the relationship between resting-state functional
connectivity for the FP and IFG seeds and task performance (SSRT and k). (A) MVPA
revealed that the resting-state functional connectivity (RSFC) between the FP and
VMPFC was predictive of individuals' k, whereas the RSFC between the IFG and pre-SMA
was predictive of individuals' SSRT. (B) shows the correlation between the residuals of
RSFC and k after controlling for the head motion. (C) shows the correlation between the
residuals of RSFC and SSRT after controlling for the head motion.
inhibition. Future studies should further examine the role of DLPFC sub-
regions in response inhibition.

The RSFC networks based on the FP seed and rIFG seed correspond
very well to the “Waiting” impulsivity and “Stopping” impulsivity net-
works proposed by Dalley et al. (2011). In particular, the infralimbic
and prelimbic prefrontal cortex, hippocampus, amygdala, and ventral
striatum are included in the “Waiting” impulsivity network, whereas
the rIFG/OFC, pre-SMA, and dorsal striatum are included in the “Stop-
ping” impulsivity network. Intriguingly, this contrast between the me-
dial “Waiting” system and lateral “Stopping” system seems to fit well
to the contrast between the “hot” affective vs. “cold” cognitive systems
of executive function suggested by a large body of research (Kerr and
Zelazo, 2004; Metcalfe and Mischel, 1999; Zelazo and Carlson, 2012).
Our RSFC results suggest that these two systems might be rooted in
the fundamental neural architectures of the brain. Future studies should
further examine, at the neural network level, how different aspects of
executive controls are supported by dissociated neural networks.

It should be noted that we observed that greater GMVs in the FP and
right IFG were associated with greater discounting rates and worse in-
hibitory control, respectively, whereas those in the OFC, ACC and insula
were positively correlated with impulsive behaviors. Meanwhile, we
found that greater FP–VMPFC and IFG–pre-SMA functional connectivity
were associated with lower discounting rates and better inhibitory
control. This structural and functional dissociation is very consistent
with the developmental trajectory of human brain (Shaw et al., 2006;
Sowell et al., 1999). In particular, unlike the posterior brain regions
that mature rapidly between childhood and adolescence, the structural
and functional maturation of the prefrontal cortex, as marked by gray
matter loss (Casey et al., 2005; Caviness et al., 1999; Reiss et al., 1996)
Table 3
Brain regions showing significant correlations between RSFC of the FP seed and impulsive
choice in multivariate pattern analysis.

Brain regions L/R No.
voxels

MNI coordinates Prediction accuracy
(r)

x y z

Ventromedial prefrontal
cortex

L 1171 −8 30 −6 0.21

Ventral striatum R 2300 6 4 2 0.268
Anterior prefrontal cortex R 2789 26 42 42 0.29
Lateral prefrontal cortex L 1221 −46 −54 −6 0.174
Supramarginal gyrus R 1325 52 −34 42 0.215
Supramarginal gyrus L 1005 −62 −36 48 0.219
Superior frontal gyrus L 472 −16 10 54 0.244
Precuneus R 510 4 −60 66 0.196
Postcentral R 250 16 −36 70 0.194
Precentral L 405 −54 −4 38 0.19
Lateral occipital cortex R 365 48 −66 4 0.225
Occipital pole R 2694 8 −90 18 0.241
Lingual gyrus L 293 −18 −54 −6 0.174

Image of Fig. 5
Image of Fig. 6


Table 4
Brain regions showing significant correlations betweenRSFC of the IFG seed and impulsive
action in multivariate pattern analysis.

Brain regions L/R No. voxels MNI
coordinates

Prediction accuracy
(r)

x y z

Presupplementary
motor area

R 680 6 18 46 0.20

Superior temporal gyrus R 298 68 −6 −8 0.199
Lateral occipital cortex R 238 40 −78 24 0.176
Cerebellum R 272 30 −74 −38 0.171
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and cortical thinning (Lu et al., 2009; Sowell et al., 1999), will continue
until young adulthood (Sowell et al., 1999). Within the prefrontal cor-
tex, phylogenetically older brain areas mature earlier than do newer
areas (Gogtay et al., 2004). As a result, the inversed relationship be-
tween the GMVs in the phylogenetically older regions (i.e., ACC, OFC
and Insula) and those in the newer regions (i.e., IFG, FP) might reflect
their differential developmental trajectories. Nevertheless, due to the
complex relations between brain structural development, brain func-
tion, and impulsive behaviors, future studies should use both functional
MRI and longitudinal studies to examine their causal relations.

Findings of this study have important implications for the study of
clinical populations with impulsive symptoms, such as addiction,
ADHD, and antisocial behaviors. In particular, a deeper understanding
of the multifaceted construct of impulsivity should provide an impor-
tant theoretical framework to better characterize the core deficits asso-
ciated with different clinical populations. For this purpose, it would be
fruitful for future studies to examine whether different clinical popula-
tions are impaired in particular aspects of executive control, using large-
scale meta-analysis (Poldrack et al., 2012) aswell as direct comparisons
(Moeller et al., 2001). These results should help to reveal the core
impulsivity endophenotype, which has significant implications for the
understanding of the ontology, etiology, development, and treatment
of impulsive disorders.
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